In trace Li analysis with degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) method, acid anions and major metallic elements are dominant interferences in Li-containing samples. OCIS codes: 300.2570, 300.6290, 190.4380. doi: 10.3788/COL201412.123001. Trace Li analysis is of fundamental importance in geology [1] , environmentology, physical science [2] , and human health [3] . It can be analyzed by multiple techniques such as inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), neutron activation analysis (NAA) [4] , flame emission (FE) [5] , and atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) [3] . ICP-MS and NAA can provide good sensitivity. However, the complex sample pre-treatment [6] and the exorbitant price limit the wide application of NAA and ICP-MS in trace analysis of element. FE is a simple and cheap technique. However, it has a poor signal-to-noise ratio. AAS as a basic linear optical spectrometry has shown high resolution and low detection limit, which is widely used in trace element detection.
Trace Li analysis is of fundamental importance in geology [1] , environmentology, physical science [2] , and human health [3] . It can be analyzed by multiple techniques such as inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), neutron activation analysis (NAA) [4] , flame emission (FE) [5] , and atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) [3] . ICP-MS and NAA can provide good sensitivity. However, the complex sample pre-treatment [6] and the exorbitant price limit the wide application of NAA and ICP-MS in trace analysis of element. FE is a simple and cheap technique. However, it has a poor signal-to-noise ratio. AAS as a basic linear optical spectrometry has shown high resolution and low detection limit, which is widely used in trace element detection.
Compared with linear optical spectrometry, nonlinear spectroscopic techniques are getting more and more attention for its outstanding advantages in spectral resolution and detection sensitivity [7] . Especially, the degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) based on the third-order nonlinear interaction of light and matter is of particular interest in trace analysis. As a kind of sub-Doppler method, DFWM has very high spectral resolution, good species, and quantum state selectivity. Moreover, DFWM has very good sensitivity and can reflect the subtle sample concentration variation for its intensity is in proportional to the square of the sample concentration [8] . Besides, DFWM has special advantages in gaseous samples analysis because it is the most efficient nonlinear process generating in isotropic medium. Simultaneously, as a multiwave mixing process, it can also be enhanced by the dressing beams [9] or electromagnetically induced transparency [10] . Based on the above merits, DFWM has been successfully applied to detect various transient [11] and stable [12] species in combustion processes, and metallic atomic vapor sample [7, 13] since it was firstly used in the detection of OH in a flame by Ewart et al. [14] in 1986. To analyze the metallic elements in solid and liquid samples with DFWM, an atomizer is needed to obtain the gaseous atoms. As a type of atomizer, the graphite furnace is widely used with the advantages of fast heating speed, high sensitivity, and adjustable temperature. More importantly, it just needs a small amount of sample during measurement, which makes a great contribution in non-destructive testing. Previously, our group has employed a graphite furnace to quantitatively measure Rb isotope ratio in RbCl sample using DFWM, and obtained the detection limit as low as 18.41 fg . mL -1 [15] . However in practical measurement, there exist multitude physical and chemical reactions between the analyte and matrix constituents in the atomizer, which is known as matrix effect. Matrix effect is an important issue in analytical chemistry, especially in trace element analysis, which may enhance or suppress the detected signal [16, 17] . Therefore, to better use DFWM to analyze trace Li in actual samples, it is necessary to investigate the effects of abundant impurities on the DFWM signal of Li. Major metallic elements and acid anions are known to be the dominant interferences [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and widely exist in biological and environmental samples. That is, the concomitant ions in the sample can cause Li forming volatile or stable molecules, which may reduce or increase free Li atoms and further influence DFWM signal intensity. Simultaneously, acids are needed to dissolve the solid samples, the acid anions of which may also influence the Li DFWM laser output is split into three beams E 1 , E 2 , and E 3 by polarizing beam splitters (PBSs) combined with halfwave plates (HWPs). E 1 and E 2 are the pump fields and E 3 is the probe field. E 1 and E 2 counter-propagate and E 3 is incident at a small angle (less than 0.01 rad) with respect to E 2 . The three beams interact with the free Li atoms in the graphite tube together and DFWM signal E 4 is generated simultaneously when phase-matching condition is satisfied. According to the phase-matching condition [23] 4 propagates in the opposite direction of E 3 . DFWM signal is detected by a silicon detector after E 1 is blocked by a filter. The powers of E 1 and E 2 are set to be 20 mW, and the power of probe beam E 3 is set to be 5 mW.
A graphite furnace (HGS-II, Shenyang Huaguang Precise Instrument Co. Ltd) is used as the atomizer in the experiment. Pyrolytic-coated graphite platforms are used. The optimum temperature program for furnace atomization is given in Table 1 .
Different samples experience various atomization processes in the graphite furnace. For LiNO 3 , Li 2 CO 3 , Li 2 SO 4 , and Li 3 PO 4 samples, they firstly decompose into Li 2 O and then be reduced into free Li atoms by the dense carbon atoms under the higher temperature. The atomization process is presented as [24] signal. Therefore, it is important to make clear of their effects on DFWM signal of Li.
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on DFWM signal intensity of Li are studied respectively. Eventually, based on the research of the effects of chlorides on DFWM signal intensity, H 3 BO 3 is taken as a modifier to eliminate the depressive effects of chlorides on Li analysis in NaCl samples. The induced third-order atomic polarization P (3) is derived from the perturbation theory [15] as
where
is the Rabi frequency, μ is the dipole matrix element, γ 1 is the dipole relaxation rate, γ 0 is the ground state dephasing rate, and N is the atomic number density. DFWM amplitude is obtained by solving the coupling wave equations with the steady-state approximation as ( )
Since DFWM signal intensity I is proportional to For metal chlorides, they can be directly dissociated into free metallic atoms and chlorine atoms. The thermal dissociation process is presented as 
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are major metallic elements. Therefore, the effects of these elements on Li DFWM signal should be investigated. Considering NO 3 -almost has no effect on DFWM signal from the investigation above, therefore we take CsNO 3 , KNO 3 , NaNO 3 It is seen that Mg does not exhibit a pronounced influence on the signal, Ba, Sr, and Na as well (not shown). K, Cs, and Ni can enhance Li DFWM signal intensity. For Cs, signal intensity increases rapidly to 1.32 times higher with increasing Cs concentration and then gets saturated with further increasing Cs concentration. Similarly, DFWM signal intensity increases with K concentration increasing to 1.3 times higher and then ends up with the saturation. As for Ni, signal intensity increases slowly to 1.15 times higher and then gets saturated. Comparatively, Ca demonstrates suppressing effect on DFWM signal intensity, and solutions of the same volume at various concentrations. We measured the DFWM signal of Li in pure Li 2 CO 3 solution with 300 ng . mL -1 Li in it, and then measured the DFWM signals of Li in the abovementioned mixtures. The measured Li DFWM signal intensity data are all normalized to the one obtained with pure Li 2 CO 3 solution. The results are collected and plotted in Fig. 2 with respect to the concentrations of the matrix solutions.
It can be seen that HNO 3 has no effect on the DFWM signal intensity. The signal intensity remains constant with HNO 3 Table 2 . It is seen that DFWM signal of Li is suppressed to different extents by MgCl 2 , SrCl 2 , NaCl, and BaCl 2 matrices. The strongest suppression effect is observed by MgCl 2 , followed by SrCl 2 , NaCl, and BaCl 2 . From the above investigation, Mg, Sr, Na, and Ba have no effects on Li DFWM signal. Therefore, we attribute these suppressing phenomena to the effect of Cl -. In the chloride matrix, the loss of Li is mainly originated from the gas phase reaction between the analyte atoms and matrix decomposition products. Cl is released when chloride is heated. It can be captured by free Li atoms to form LiCl molecule at the atomization stage. Due to the high bond-dissociation energy of LiCl (464 kJ . mol
), it hardly dissociate into free Li atoms and then vaporize out of the graphite furnace. The total number of Li atoms is reduced, thus Li DFWM signal is suppressed. The suppression effect depends on the concentration of Cl. The more Cl is released, the stronger the suppression effect is. From Table 2 , we can see that although the content of Cl is the same among the four matrices, their effects on Li DFWM signal are different. This accounts for the R-Cl bond-dissociation energy. As shown in Table 2 , Mg-Cl bond-dissociation energy is lowest, so MgCl 2 is easy to dissociate and much Cl is released. Comparatively, due to the high Ba-Cl bond-dissociation energy, BaCl 2 is difficult to dissociate and small amount of Cl is released. More Cl is released means more LiCl molecules are generated, and more Li atoms are lost. That is why Li DFWM signal is suppressed most by MgCl 2 , whereas BaCl 2 almost has less effect on Li DFWM signal.
The above research indicates Li are always lost in the form of LiCl in the chloride samples. In order to get rid DFWM signal intensity decreases with the concentration of increasing Ca.
With low ionization potential (5.4 eV), Li atoms are easily ionized at high temperature in the graphite furnace. The ionization process can be represented as
Due to ionization, the population of free Li atoms is reduced and Li DFWM signal intensity decreases accordingly. The ionization potentials of K (4.34 eV) and Cs (3.88 eV) are lower than Li, so K and Cs are more easy to ionize and lose electrons. The lost free electrons from K and Cs can be captured by Li + to form free Li atoms. Abundant electrons can also effectively constrain the ionization of Li atoms. And therefore Li DFWM intensity is enhanced by K and Cs matrix. Since Cs has a lower ionization potential than K, Cs has a greater enhancement on the Li DFWM signal intensity.
During atomization process, a small part of analyte will vaporize in the form of gaseous molecules together with rapidly expanding matrix gases, which reduce the content of free Li atoms and cause the Li DFWM signal depression. Ni can stabilize numerous elements, for example, Sb, Se, As, and Bi [25, 26] . The presence of Ni in Li solution may increase the stability of Li. Stabilization is ascribed to the formation of a more thermo stable compound or alloy between Li and Ni. Then the compound dissociates into free Li atoms completely at the atomization stage. In short, Ni prevents the loss of analyte at the ashing stage and Li DFWM intensity is enhanced accordingly.
In the case of Ca matrix, there are two types of interference mechanisms possible to account for the strong loss of Li free atoms [19, 24] . Firstly, some Li are tightly wrapped in Ca matrix microcrystals, which prevent Li 2 CO 3 from thermal dissociation during atomization process. The wrapped Li are carried out of the graphite furnace without being atomized. Secondly, thermo stable compounds are formed between Li and Ca, whose ) DFWM signal intensity containing various major metallic elements at different concentrations. ) [24] . Li with various concentrations of NaCl (up to 900 μg . mL -1 ) in the presence and absence of 30% H 3 BO 3 in the same volume. Then we measure the signals with these mixtures in sequence and the signals normalized to the one measured with pure Li 2 CO 3 solution containing 300 ng . mL -1 Li. The results are collected and plotted with respect to the concentration of NaCl (Fig. 4) .
It is seen that Cl -suppresses DFWM signal intensity and the intensity decreases with the concentration of increasing NaCl. Conversely, the signal remains constant when we mix H 3 BO 3 into the mixtures solutions, which is due to the fact that H 3 BO 3 can help NaCl matrix convert to a more stable form as BCl 3 instead of LiCl. During the atomization process, H 3 BO 3 firstly decomposes into B 2 O 3 and then gets converted to BCl 3 with chlorine under higher temperature. BCl 3 molecule can escape out of graphite furnace and eliminate the influence of chloride on Li analysis in NaCl samples.
In conclusion, we analyze Li element in Li 2 CO 3 atomized in a graphite furnace using the DFWM method. The effects of acid anions, major metallic elements, and chlorides on Li DFWM signal intensity are studied. It is found that NO -3 , Mg, Ba, Sr, and Na have no effects on Li DFWM signal. K, Cs, and Ni enhance the Li DFWM signal, whereas SO [2] [3] [4] , PO [3] [4] , Cl -, and Ca cause serious depression. Finally, we use H 3 BO 3 to eliminate the interference of chloride. This work is of significance 
